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+e core of the digital entrepreneurial sports culture creative industry lies in innovation, which emphasizes the new impetus
brought by the digital entrepreneurial sports culture to the social economy. +e digital entrepreneurial sports cultural creative
industry is rooted in the cultural creative industry.+e digital entrepreneurial sports cultural creative industry is also an important
part of the sports industry, and its development highly depends on the development of the sports industry. +e digital en-
trepreneurial sports cultural creative industry has the characteristics of both the sports industry and the cultural creative industry.
+is paper uses the deep learning technology to study the development of the digital creative sports industry and build an
intelligent model. Moreover, this paper assigns weights to the input multidimensional features, extracts the most relevant data
features, and analyzes the performance of the proposed model through simulation experiments. From the experimental analysis
results, we can see that the model proposed in this paper has certain practicality.

1. Introduction

+e sports culture creative industry has high cultural con-
notation in the sports industry, and it respects people’s
creativity and thinking ability. Moreover, it is the sum of the
activities that have been industrialized through the support
of science, technology, and market-oriented operation with
the main characteristics of highlighting creativity and in-
novation capabilities. +e sports culture creative industry
focuses on innovation, and it emphasizes the new economic
concepts and huge driving forces brought by sports culture
to the society [1]. +e development of the sports culture
creative industry is highly dependent on the sports culture
market and the sports culture mechanism, and the devel-
opment of the sports culture creative industry is more de-
pendent on the development of the sports industry. At the
same time, it can promote the development of the sports
industry, and it will become a new economic growth point
for the development of the sports industry. With the es-
tablishment and development of China’s socialist market
economic system, the sports culture industry as a low-

carbon and environmentally friendly “sunrise industry” in
the national economy has gradually become a new economic
growth point [2].

+e creative industry is a new type of transnational,
cross industry, cross department and cross field reor-
ganization or innovation industry under the background
of globalization, based on the spiritual, cultural and
entertainment needs of the consumption era, supported
by high-tech means, dominated by new communication
modes such as network, and characterized by the com-
prehensive combination of culture, art and economy. It is
supported by high-tech means, led by the latest com-
munication methods such as the Internet, and charac-
terized by the comprehensive combination of culture, art,
and economic technology [3]. It is a composite concept
that takes creative innovation as the core and the oper-
ation of knowledge capital as a means to control the entire
process of industrial development such as production,
communication, circulation, and consumption. More-
over, it is an emerging industry cluster that provides
cultural, artistic, spiritual, psychological, and
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entertainment products to the public. Other terminology
used to describe creative industry includes creative
economy It mainly refers to those enterprises that rely on
individual creativity, skills, and talents to seek develop-
ment ideas and development motivation, as well as
emerging industries that create potential wealth and
employment opportunities through the development of
intellectual property rights and the transformation of old
industries [4].

+is article uses deep learning technology to study the
development of the digital creative sports industry, builds an
intelligent model, and combines simulation data for model
research to provide a theoretical reference for the subsequent
development of the digital creative sports industry.

2. Related Work

+ere are abundant theoretical studies on creative in-
dustries in foreign academic circles. Literature [5]
pointed out that the fundamental driving force of modern
economic development is innovation, and the key to
innovation is the production, dissemination, and use of
knowledge and information. Literature [6] pointed out
that new ideas will derive endless new products, new
markets, and new opportunities for wealth creation. New
ideas are the driving force behind the economic growth of
a country. Literature [7] believes that the creative in-
dustry uses the creativity of the human brain to create
wealth and employment opportunities, and defines the
creative industry as an economic sector whose products
are protected by the intellectual property law. +e defi-
nition in [8] extends the connotation of the creative
industry and incorporates patent research and develop-
ment activities belonging to various departments in the
natural sciences into the creative industry, effectively
solving the problem of the separation of science and
culture and art in creative activities. Literature [9]
pointed out that the importance of culture lies in being a
platform and resource for creativity. Literature [10] be-
lieves that there is a fairly new category of academic,
policy, and industrial discourse in the creative industry. It
can capture the dynamics of a large number of new-
economy companies, which cannot be achieved by words
such as “art,” “media,” and “cultural industry.” Literature
[11] puts forward the driving factors and limiting factors
in the development of creative economy. It also pointed
out that the sudden emergence of creativity in the con-
temporary economy indicates the rise of a professional
class. Literature [12] puts forward the characteristics of
contemporary cultural and creative industries and “ar-
tistic commercial approach.”

Literature [13] put forward the necessity of developing
creative industries and, for the first time, defined the cultural
creative industry from the perspective of the industrial
chain: realization of property rights or consumption is a
transaction feature that provides cultural experience for the
public. Literature [14] analyzes the content of creative
economy, the creative value, and the development of sports
culture and creative industries and discusses the

development of sports culture and creative industries. and
discusses the necessity of the development of sports culture
and creative industry. Literature [15] pointed out that in
order to achieve faster and better development of the sports
industry, it is necessary to further tap the industrial de-
velopment potential and innovate the industrial develop-
ment model, especially to integrate cultural and creative
elements into the development of the sports industry and to
adopt sports cultural creativity. +e industry is the leading
one, and it drives the development of other related indus-
tries. Literature [16] analyzes the development and im-
provement of the sports culture creative industry and draws
the feasibility of the development of the sports culture
creative industry. Paper [17] pointed out that the develop-
ment and improvement of the sports cultural creative in-
dustry will directly affect the sustainable development of the
sports industry. By analyzing the feasibility of the devel-
opment of the sports cultural creative industry, it summa-
rizes the main problems in the current development of the
sports cultural creative industry and puts forward recom-
mendations accordingly. Literature [18] pointed out the
development status of the sports cultural creative industry
and provided corresponding suggestions for rationally
planning the development pattern of the sports cultural
creative industry; formulating a scientific, effective, and
feasible development action plan; and promoting the sus-
tainable, healthy, and stable development of the sports
cultural creative industry.

3. Data Processing of Digital Creative Sports
Industry Based on Deep Learning

Since the RNN network has the problem of gradient dis-
appearance and dispersion in solving the long-term de-
pendence problem, the LSTM neural network is proposed
to solve the problem of gradient disappearance and gra-
dient dispersion. +e LSTM network adds a gating
mechanism on the basis of the RNN network to combine
short-term memory with long-term memory, which solves
the problem of gradient disappearance to a certain extent.
+e gating mechanism is mainly composed of three gates,
which are input gates, forget gates, and output gates. At the
same time, the LSTM network also has a memory unit. +e
input gate is mainly used to control the storage of the
current digital creative sports industry data to the memory
unit. +e forget gate is used to control the digital creative
sports industry data of the memory unit at the previous
moment and save it to the memory unit at the current
moment. Moreover, the output gate mainly controls
whether the digital creative sports industry data in the
current memory unit is useful to the hidden unit. If it is
useful, it passes to the hidden unit. +e function of the
memory unit is to comprehensively consider the current
input digital creative sports industry data and the digital
creative sports industry data of the memory unit at the
previous moment. Next, this article combines Figure 1 and
(1)–(6) to introduce the working principle of the LSTM
network in detail. +e following are the calculation
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formulas that represent the various gates and state
mechanisms of the LSTM neural network [19].
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In these formulas, i
(l)
t represents the input state of the t-

th time step of the l-th layer,f(l)
t represents the reserved state

of the t-th time step of the l-th layer, o
(l)
t represents the

output state of the t-th time step of the l-th layer, g
(l)
t

represents the input of the LSTM unit of the t-th time step of
the l-th layer, g

(l)
t represents the state of the storage unit at

the t-th time step of the l-th layer, and g
(l)
t represents the

output of the hidden unit at the t-th time step of the l-th
layer. σ represents the sigmoid activation function, whose
expression is shown in (7), and its output value is within [0,
1]. tanh is the activation function, whose expression is
shown in (8), and its output value range is [−1, 1]. W
represents the weight matrix, and b represents the bias; they
are used for the connection between the input layer, hidden
layer, and output layer. i, g, o represent input gate, forget
gate, and output gate, respectively. ⊙ stands for Hadamard
multiplication. +rough the sigmoid function, the output
values of the three gates are all within [0, 1] [20].
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+e attentionmechanism in neural networks is a method
proposed by Bahdanau et al. in 2014 to solve machine

translation problems, due to the inadequacy of the tradi-
tional model in machine translation; that is, when the model
predicts the current output word, it only considers the
current hidden state and the last output word. +is requires
the model to compress all sequences into a fixed-length
vector when receiving the input sequence. +e length of the
vector will therefore make the model appear powerless when
facing long sentences. As the input sequence grows, the
digital creative sports industry data of the words in the front
of the sentence will be seriously lost. At the same time,
during decoding, the digital creative sports industry data
corresponding to the current predicted words are basically
lost, which seriously affects the prediction performance of
the model. In order to solve the above-mentioned problems,
an attention mechanism was created. +e essence of the
attention mechanism is to retain the contextual digital
creative sports industry data and location digital creative
sports industry data of the input word corresponding to the
current prediction word. After the input sequence is
encoded into a fixed vector, the decoding stage will auto-
matically extract the current data from the fixed vector to
predict the useful digital creative sports industry data for
words. At the same time, the attention mechanism can ef-
fectively solve the computational bottleneck problem of
convolutional neural network and the problem of neural
network inexplicability. It is a mechanism for improving the
effect of encoder and decoder models based on RNN (LSTM
or GRU). Since the development of the attention mecha-
nism, many types of attention models have been derived,
such as soft attention models, hard attention models, hi-
erarchical attention models, and self-attention models. In
the next section, we mainly introduce the basic principles of
the attention mechanism.

+e power of the attention mechanism is that it gives the
model the ability to differentiate data differentially and assigns
and assigns different weights to different parts of the input
digital creative sports industry data. It solves the problem of
compressing the input digital creative sports industry data to a
fixed-length vector in the Seq2Seq model, ignoring the actual
length of the input digital creative sports industry data, and
assigning the same weight to different parts of the input digital
creative sports industry data. +e attention mechanism is a
mechanism to improve the performance of RNN-based en-
coder and decoder models. +e specific calculation process of
the attention mechanism can be abstracted and summarized
into three processes. Next, according to Figure 2, the three
processes are introduced in detail:

(1) We assume that the main part is Source and imagine
its constituent elements as a series of key-value pairs
such as <K, value>, that is, the data structure of the
digital creative sports industry. When we give a
certain element Q in Target, we first calculate the
similarity or correlation between P and each K and
mark it as ei(∀i � 1, 2, 3, ..., n). +is process is stage
one shown in Figure 2, and it is as shown in the
following formula [21]:

ei � score Q, Ki( (∀i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n). (9)

tanhtanh

Mt–1
Nt

Mt

Nt–1

Nt

Xt

σ σ σ

Figure 1: LSTM network structure diagram.
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Among them, score is the alignment function, and
the most common calculation method is to perform
the vector product of the two; that is,
score(Q, Ki) � Q · Ki.

(2) After obtaining the similarity between O and each K,
it is necessary to normalize these similarity values. In
this way, the calculated original score can be sorted
into a probability distribution where the sum of the
weights of all elements is 1. At the same time, by
assigning corresponding weights to each K, the
important elements are more prominent. +is pro-
cess is stage two and is shown in the following
formula:

bi �
exp ei( 


n
i�1 exp ei( 

(∀i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n). (10)

(3) After the weight of each K element is obtained, the
value corresponding to each K needs to be multiplied
and summed with the corresponding weight, which
is stage three. +e value obtained by the weighted
summation is the attention value corresponding to
Q, as shown in the following formula:

attention value � 
n

i�1
b∗ value. (11)

+e above three stages are the essential ideas of the
attention mechanism.

Due to its intuitiveness, versatility, and interpret-
ability, the attention model has become an active area of
research by scholars at home and abroad, and the research
results have been effectively verified at the enterprise
level. Attention mechanism models are widely used in

different types of deep learning tasks such as machine
translation, question answering, sentiment analysis, part-
of-speech tagging, dialogue systems, text classification,
summary generation, recommendation systems, and
image recognition. It is currently one of the worthiest of
in-depth research and in-depth understanding of the
technology.

+e enhanced LSTM structure is shown in Figure 3. It is
composed of multiple basic LSTMs, but it is different from
the stacked LSTM structure. When we design the enhanced
LSTM structure, we bind the hidden unit state and memory
state of each layer of LSTM unit at a certain moment to-
gether. In this way, not only can the hidden unit state data
and memory state data of the current layer be fully utilized
but also the hidden unit state data and memory state data of
all layers other than the current layer can be used as auxiliary
input digital creative sports industry data to improve the
model network's ability to understand the time series. At the
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Figure 2: Diagram of the calculation process of the attention mechanism.
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Figure 3: Enhanced LSTM structure diagram.
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same time, the hidden unit status digital creative sports
industry data and memory status digital creative sports
industry data of all layers except the current layer are used as
auxiliary input digital creative sports industry data. +is also
improves the model network’s ability to predict time series
digital creative sports industry data.

+e attention prediction model based on enhanced
LSTM proposed in this paper is mainly composed of two
parts: the encoding stage and the decoding stage. Each stage
uses the enhanced LSTM proposed in this article as the basic
encoder and decoder. Figure 4(a) shows the coding stage of
the prediction model. +e encoding stage is mainly
employed to use the attention mechanism to calculate the
weights of the input multidimensional time series digital
creative sports industry data features, so as to extract the
most relevant features. Figure 4(b) shows the decoding stage
of the prediction model. +e decoding stage mainly dis-
tributes attention weights to different units of the hidden
layer generated in the encoding stage to extract the most
relevant hidden units. In order to simplify the description,
this paper defines (1) to (6) as the function enhanced LSTM.
Its function is to output the current hidden state and the

tuple of the current hidden state and memory state. Next, we
will introduce the main details of each stage.

3.1. Coding Stage. First, we give a multidimensional time
series data set pair (X, y):

X � x1, x2, x3, . . . , xt, . . . , xT( ,

y � y1, y2, y3, . . . , yt, . . . , yT−1( .
(12)

Among them, xt ∈ Rn is the number of input multidi-
mensional time series data features, and T is the size of the
sliding window, yt ∈ R; the state of the hidden unit at time
t−1 is as shown in (1).

ht−1 � stuple1t−1[h]; stuple2t−1[h]; . . . ; stuplep
t−1[h] . (13)

Among them, p is the number of layers in the enhanced
LSTM. In the two stages of the prediction model in this
paper, the value of p is set to 3. stuple, [h], le[1, p] represent
the output of the hidden state of the l-th layer at time r−1. At
the same time, the algorithm binds the hidden unit states of
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Figure 4: Attention prediction model based on enhanced LSTM. (a) Encoding stage. (b) Decoding stage.
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all layers together to get the final hidden unit state at time
r−1. In the same way, this paper can splice the memory cell
states of all layers together to get the final memory cell state
at time t−1, as shown in the following formula:

st−1 � stuple1t−1[s]; stuple2t−1[s]; . . . ; stuplep
t−1[s] . (14)

Among them, stuple1t−1[s], l ∈ [1, p], means the state of
the memory cell of the first layer at time t−1. In order to
facilitate the use of the enhanced LSTM function, this article
needs to save the hidden unit state and memory unit state
obtained at t−1 above in the form of a tuple as shown in (15)
and pass it to the function enhanced LSTM:

stuple � tuple ht−1, st−1( . (15)

In this paper, LSTM is transformed, so that it not only
has the ability of LSTM network to deal with the disap-
pearance of gradients, but also has better ability to handle
high-dimensional data than LSTM.

We assume that the q-th feature data in the input
multidimensional time series data is as follows:

x
q

� x
q
1, x

q
2, · · · , x

q

T( 
T
. (16)

Next, this paper uses the enhanced LSTM-based at-
tention mechanism to encode it at time t as follows:

encq
t � v

T
enctanh Wenc ht−1; st−1  + Zencx

q
( . (17)

Among them, vT
enc ∈ RT, Wenc ∈ RT×2m∗p, Zenc ∈ RT×T

are the number of hidden layer units, which are all pa-
rameter matrices obtained through model training, and encq

t

represents the similarity between the hidden state vector at
time I and the q-th feature of the input multidimensional
time series data. Furthermore, this paper calculates the at-
tention weight of the q-th feature in all features at time t
based on the similarity, as shown in the following formula:

αq
1 � softmax encq

t(  �
exp encq

t( 


n
q�1 exp encq

t( 
. (18)

In this paper, we can obtain the attention weight of the
remaining features at time t according to the above method,
as described in the following formula:

αt � α1t , α2t , . . . , αn
t . (19)

When the weight of each feature of the input multidi-
mensional time series data is obtained in this paper, the
original data and the corresponding weight are multiplied to
obtain the new input data at time t, as shown in the following
formula:

x
new
t � α1t x

1
t , α2t x

2
t , . . . , αn

t x
n
t 

T
. (20)

Next, we can get the hidden unit state ht at time t
according to the following formula and use it as the input of
the decoding stage:

ht, stuple � EnhancedLSTM x
new
t , stuple( . (21)

Among them, ht ∈ Rm∗p. In order to improve the pre-
diction performance of the model and prevent the

occurrence of model overfitting, this paper uses Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU), Batch Normalization (BN) and
Dropout technology to solve the overfitting problem within
a time window.

In the model in this article, ReLU is selected as the
activation function of the prediction model. For deep net-
works, when functions such as sigmoid and tanh are used as
activation functions, the derivation is more complicated and
the amount of calculation is large. When ReLU is used, the
entire calculation process becomes simple, and the con-
vergence speed of the network model is accelerated. Its
expression is as follows:

ReLU(x) �
x if x> 0,

0 otherwise.
 (22)

+erefore, the calculation will be very convenient when
deriving the derivative, as shown in the following formula:

ReLU′(x) �
1 if x> 0,

0 otherwise.
 (23)

At the same time, when using sigmoid and tanh func-
tions for backpropagation, for deep networks, the problem
of gradient disappearance is prone to occur, and the learning
and training of deep networks cannot be completed. It can
be seen from (22) that ReLU will make the output of some
neurons 0, which makes the network sparse, reduces the
interdependence between parameters, and can effectively
avoid the occurrence of overfitting.

+is article still uses enhanced LSTM in the decoding
stage to decode the input digital creative sports industry data
generated in the encoding stage. Similar to the encoding
stage, when decoding the digital creative sports industry data
at time r, it is necessary to know the hidden unit state hs and
memory state mc at time t−1. Like the idea of the coding
stage, the state of the hidden units of different layers at the
same time needs to be spliced, as shown in the following
formula:

hst−1 � stuple1t−1[hs]; stuple
2
t−1[hs]; · · · ; stuplep

t−1[hs] .

(24)

Among them, stuplei
t−1[hs], i ∈ [1, p], represents the

hidden unit state of the i-th layer at time t−1, hst−1 ∈ Rm∗p.
Similarly, at time t−1, the state of the memory unit is as
shown in the following formula:

mct−1 � stuple1t−1[mc]; stuple2t−1[mc]; · · · ; stuplep
t−1[mc] .

(25)

Among them, stuplei
t−1[mc], i ∈ [1, p], represents the

state of the i-th memory cell at time t−1, mct−1 ∈ Rm∗p.
Next, the algorithm needs to decode the digital creative

sports industry data at time t. +is article first needs to
calculate the similarity between the digital creative sports
industry data output by the encoder in a time window and
the state of the hidden unit at time t, which is shown in the
following formula:
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decj
t � v

T
dectanh wdec hst−1;mct−1  + Zdechj . (26)

Among them, vdec ∈ Rm, wdec ∈ Rm×2m∗p, Zdec ∈ Rm×m∗p.
+ey are all parameter matrices obtained through model
learning and training. dec represents the similarity or corre-
lation between the encoding phase at time j and the hidden unit
state at time t, and j ∈ [1, T].T is the size of a time window.

+is article needs to calculate the corresponding at-
tention weight based on the above-mentioned similarity, as
shown in the following formula:

y
j
t � softmax decj

t  �
exp decj

i 


T
j�1 exp decj

i 
. (27)

In the same way, the algorithm can obtain the weights of
hidden units at different moments in a time window and
further perform a weighted summation of all hidden units in
a time window at time t to obtain context, as shown in the
following formula:

contextt � 

T

i�1
y

i
thi. (28)

+is article first calculates contextt at time t in a time
window T each time. Among them, t ∈ [1, T]. +en, it is
spliced with the corresponding real target value to predict
the value of time T, as shown in the following formula:

y
new
t−1 � Dense yt−1; contextt−1 ( . (29)

Among them, yt−1 is the true value at time t−1. Here, a
fully connected layer (Dense) is used to flatten the spliced
data to meet the input format. Finally, this paper can use the
following formulas to find the hidden unit state hst−1 at time
t.

stuple � tuple hst−1,mct−1( , (30)

hst−1, stuple � Enhanced LSTM y
new
t−1 , stuple( . (31)

+rough the above steps, the hidden unit state hsT and the
memory unit state mcT at time T in the decoding stage can be
obtained Finally, this paper uses two fully connected layers to
get the final predicted value yT at time T, as shown in the
following formula:

yT � Dense Dense hsT; contextT ( ( . (32)

+e above is the detailed process of the enhanced LSTM-
based attention prediction model proposed in this paper in
the encoding stage and the decoding stage. In the next
section, a two-stage pseudocode implementation is given.

4. Research on the Development of Digital
Creative Sports Industry Based on
Deep Learning

+e model in this article is mainly used for research on the
development of digital creative sports industry. We adopt a
preprocessing method to make the preprocessed data file
suitable for Char-RNN model. +e preprocessing method is

based on the transformation of the time domain and the
frequency domain of the signal and realizes the transfor-
mation from continuous data to discrete data. +en, each bit
of the input vector in the model represents a specific fre-
quency, and the number at that position represents the
amplitude corresponding to this frequency, that is, the
contribution value of the current frequency. +e coding
diagram is shown in Figure 5.

+e data preprocessing process is shown in Figure 6.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) is an automated

process of neural network architecture engineering. It was
originally proposed in the hope that the learning and design
of neural network architecture are the same as deep learning
for feature extraction, so that the learned network model has
better performance than the artificially designed model, and
it does not need to consume a lot of expert experience.
+erefore, NAS is the next problem to be solved in the field
of machine learning automation. NAS can be regarded as a
subfield of AutoML and has many intersections with
hyperparameter optimization and metalearning. Figure 7
shows examples of different architecture spaces.

On the basis of the analysis of the elements and
characteristics of the digital creative sports industry, the
scientific popularization industry circular ecological model
is constructed from the perspectives of systems and ecol-
ogy. +e digital creative sports industry ecological model is
an idealized abstract or simplified representation of the
constituent elements and mutual relationships of the
popular science industry ecosystem. +e digital creative
sports industry is a unified whole of a series of related
resources and resource allocation mechanisms. +erefore,
the digital creative sports industry needs to obtain re-
sources from the social system, especially the core resources
that have a driving effect, to develop. Under the effect of the
market mechanism, these basic resources are appropriately
supplied to provide a necessary guarantee system for the
harmonious and sustainable development of the popular
science industry. From the perspective of industrial ecol-
ogy, this article sorts out the key factors of the digital
creative sports industry, and based on the orientation,
scarcity, and circulation of the elements, it is divided into
three horizontal element chains and three element rings
vertically. Based on this, an ecological model of the popular
science industry is established, and the dynamic mecha-
nism of the development of the popular science industry is
discussed, as shown in Figure 8.

After constructing a digital creative sports industry
development model based on deep learning, the perfor-
mance of the model is studied. +is paper explores the
practical effects of the model in terms of industrial market
analysis, industrial data processing, and industrial devel-
opment decision-making and combines the data obtained
from the network for simulation processing, and the results
are shown in Tables 1 to 3.

From the above research results, it can be seen that the
deep learning-based digital creative sports industry devel-
opment research model proposed in this article has good
results and has a certain role in promoting the development
of the digital creative sports industry.
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Table 1: Evaluation of the market analysis effect of the digital creative sports industry development research model.
Number Market analysis Number Market analysis Number Market analysis
1 84.70 16 90.62 31 88.10
2 85.59 17 93.91 32 86.97
3 89.98 18 92.72 33 90.68
4 91.73 19 87.83 34 86.54
5 85.35 20 83.29 35 92.19
6 93.42 21 84.85 36 89.20
7 91.74 22 86.62 37 87.64
8 92.80 23 90.87 38 92.35
9 92.26 24 83.10 39 83.17
10 93.55 25 87.66 40 92.32
11 92.54 26 91.33 41 85.41
12 84.77 27 85.99 42 83.48
13 93.18 28 88.82 43 86.60
14 88.09 29 89.62 44 86.92
15 88.81 30 86.13 45 84.35

Table 2: Evaluation of the effect of data processing on the development research model of digital creative sports industry.
Number Data processing Number Data processing Number Data processing
1 85.79 16 80.71 31 77.26
2 83.72 17 84.67 32 88.33
3 80.56 18 76.82 33 85.95
4 85.20 19 78.21 34 80.15
5 85.07 20 77.61 35 82.50
6 76.33 21 88.47 36 84.17
7 78.49 22 83.85 37 79.78
8 76.82 23 85.21 38 75.43
9 85.67 24 78.40 39 87.34
10 86.60 25 77.64 40 87.86
11 76.64 26 82.52 41 75.77
12 79.22 27 82.41 42 82.61
13 81.76 28 89.33 43 87.54
14 89.60 29 88.53 44 85.39
15 80.66 30 87.18 45 76.02
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5. Conclusion

+e digital entrepreneurial sports cultural creative industry
is a part of the cultural industry. It has the general char-
acteristics of cultural industry development, and as a
member of the cultural industry, it has its own character-
istics and development methods. +e digital entrepreneurial
sports cultural creative industry is the same as other creative
industries in that it is combined with other industrial forms
through certain technologies to form a new development
form with its own characteristics.+e digital entrepreneurial
sports cultural creative industry presents the characteristics
of high knowledge and intelligence. +is industry takes
culture and creative ideas as the core and is a specific product
of human knowledge, wisdom, and inspiration. Secondly,
the digital entrepreneurial sports cultural creative industry
has the characteristics of high added value. +e digital en-
trepreneurial sports cultural and creative industry as the
“sum of industrialized activities” is an industrialized activity
in which sports advertising, sports animation, sports pub-
lishing, sports entertainment, sports event TV copyright,
sports event ticket sales, and sports tourism are the contents.
+is article uses deep learning technology to study the
development of the digital creative sports industry, builds an
intelligent model, and combines simulation data for model
research to provide a theoretical reference for the subsequent
development of the digital creative sports industry.
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